ROMAN

window shading

SHOW YOUR
TRUE COLOURS
THE ROMAN BLIND COLLECTION

Dazzling metallics, stylish sheers, trendy textures and contemporary prints
help to make our Roman blinds ideal windows for any room in your home.
Each Roman blind is made to your individual requirements and the fabric
and accessories that you can choose from will allow you to create any type
of mood or look to really reflect your personality.
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IT’S GOOD TO BE

home...

GLAMOROUS
stylish living

Our UK manufactured Roman blinds are a traditional window
dressing with a modern twist, combining luxurious styling with
contemporary clean lines. This sumptuous range of fabrics is
the pinnacle of taste and elegance.
Made to measure Roman blinds can be used in any room,
whether you require a privacy blackout for the bedroom or a
light filtering for the lounge, dining room or conservatory.
Our impressive collection features stunning designs with a
collection of colours to suit every palette. Translucent fabrics
will gently filter sunshine, blackouts will enhance privacy and
sleep, energy saving Roman fabrics will help insulate your
home – there’s so much choice.
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PERFECT

for modern living
Your Roman blind is a luxurious window dressing that will transform
any interior design scheme. With our reliable and smooth operating
system it can be easily raised and lowered to provide you with
perfect light control.
The blind fits neatly at the window enabling it to perform well from a
privacy perspective as well as from an insulation view point, keeping
you warmer in winter and cooler in summer.
Our window blinds are always designed with safety in mind and there
are a number of options for you to choose from including child safe
operating chains and Louvolite One Touch® motorised solutions.
Many of our fabrics ranges are also available as roller, vertical and
panel blinds to give you perfect coordination.
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DO YOU OR ANY OF YOUR
LOVED ONES SUFFER
FROM HAYFEVER?

CAN HELP
Louvolite has created a unique fabric treatment which will
help relieve hayfever symptoms, it’s called Pollergen™.

HOW D O E S POLLE R GE N ™ WOR K?
Pollen, by its very nature is tacky and will stick to any surface
it comes into contact with. Pollergen™ helps to increase this
capture rate by the inclusion of a tackifier within the formula.
Once captured, the unique Pollergen™ formulation will
denature up to 50% of the grass pollen - essentially it kills
the active element rendering the affected pollen absolutely
harmless to sufferers.
All Pollergen™ treated fabrics can be washed or wiped
down as the active formulation continuously migrates to the
surface of the fabric for continued protection.
So when selecting your new Roman blinds,
make Pollergen™ your fabric choice.
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MOTORISE
your home

Make an impression with stunning Roman
blinds that can be operated at the touch of
a button.

wand
control
operation

Simple, convenient and easy to use, the
Louvolite One Touch® blinds are operated
either by a sleek and unique wand that
hangs neatly next to the blind or by a
remote control that allows you to operate a
number of blinds at a time, depending on
your requirements.

remote
control
operation

Tropicana Blue Lagoon

White
70mm Cassette

PERSONALISE
your blinds
To really set your Roman blind apart from the rest, you
can personalise it with our wide range of accessories to
coordinate or contrast with any of our fabric ranges.

Closed Cassette

White
Open Cassette

Add style to a Roman blind with contemporary braids,
and pulls. Select from a choice of metallic, modern and
natural finishes.
Give blinds a glamorous enhancement with a sleek
cassette which is fitted to the top of your blind, discreetly
housing the operating mechanism. You can choose from
a range of colours and finishes including white, beige,
black, anthracite, bronze, chrome and satin and have the
option to insert a matching fabric profile too.

Beige
Open Cassette

Satin
Open Cassette

The choice is yours so why not add a little personality.

Chrome
Open Cassette

Carnival Pomegranate
with Nina Pomegranate braid
Anthracite Grey
Open Cassette

Bronze
Open Cassette

Black
Open Cassette

Linen Glacier with Stripy Jucie braid
70mm Cassette, also available in black and anthracite grey
Closed cassette, also available in white, beige and black

Coordinating
Fabric Insert

If you have been inspired by any of these

gorgeous r o ma n b li n ds ,
contact your local Louvolite retailer

